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Hansen and Billings have noted that in regions where the coronal 
yellow line appears, the green line tends to show considerable knottiness 
or structure* Also Waldmeier (I9h5) has noted that the yellow line 
appears frequently in regions of coronal sunspot prominences*, and that 
here both yellow line and green line shon intensity maxima at the same 
position as the brilliant prcsainence knots that appear as the source 
of downward streaming material!, Sine© green line structure is longer- 
lived and more easily observed than the yellow line, i t  seems likely 
that green line knottiness might serve as a stable and useful index of 
activity for a region on the limbo

To test 1±ie relation between yellow line occurrence and knottiness 
of the green line, I have measured knottiness in 12 pairs of regions* 
Each pair consists of one region in which tlie yellow line occurred, and 
a second region, at a different position angle on the same day, where 
the yellow line did not appear at the time of observation, but the green 
line had about the same intensity as in the yellow line region. These 
were selected by Billings,, and at the time of measuring I was ignorant 
as to which was the yellow line region*

Estimates were made in each region of two different knot indices6 
The fir s ts Nk? i°  simply the number of knots per 10° of arc* The 
second index, K, is  a subjective estimate of knottinoss, ba3ed on the 
brightness and sharpness of knots, as wall as their number* The d if
ference between the two indices lies in the importance placed on one 
or two very bright knots,

Tlie f ir s t  index shows no relation to yellow line occurrence,, Hie 
mean value of %  is  sligh tly  greater to the control regions than in the 
yellow line regions. The value of is  less in the yellow line region 
than in the corresponding control region about as often as i t  is  greater. 
The index K, on the other hand, does show a definite relation to yellow 
lin e appearance o Values of S run from 2 to 7$ the mean value for regions 
with yellow line is  h»7, for the control regionsr 3 .U0 Th© yellow line  
region has a higher value of K than the corresponding non-yellow line  
region in  a ll  but 3 cases of ths 12»

I f  we arbitrarily set the intensity of the yellow line equal to 1 
when i t  is  observed, and to 0 when i t  is  not observed, we find the 
correlation between green knots and yellow line to be 0<»U09 The
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probability of this large a correlation occurring by chance is  0»03o 
( The relation between knots and yellow line is  significant* but we can

not regard the two indices as equivalent© The cases of non-occurrence 
of the yellow line may, of course,  be misleading., in that the yellow 
line might have appeared a l i t t le  earlier or later* We may regard this 
value of the correlation coefficient as a leaser lim it to the actual 
valueo

RELATION TO MAGNETIC DJ8T0RBATOB. Of 6 cases in  which the 
ysHowTone was observed!1 ab east l l ^ J U l  were followed within 2 to 11 
days of EIP by at least a minor geomagnetic disturbance (Ap s 20 ); U of 
these disturbances were of magnetic storm proportion (A©> UO)« To 
check the significance of this apparent (and well known) relation, I  
selected from the TR charts of solar activity* 6 regions that did not 
show ysllcw line© These had 3, associated geomagnetic disturbances 
(An> 20) of which 2 had Ap \ U0« At least half of ths disturbances 
apparently associated with yellow line occurrence could therefore be 
chance coincidences,

I f  we had predicted a gecaaagnetic storm (A~ UO) beginning 6 to 10 
days after each appearance of the yellow lin e , we would have had 3 suc
cesses and 3 failures» I f  we had made tho same prediction each t&ne 
K >  we would have had 1 success and 3 failures „ For the regions 
without yellow line (a random forecast) we would have had one success 
and £ failures,, The yellow lino appears from these few cases to be a 
moderately helpful forecasting to o l, and the green line lmottiness less  
usefulo

CONCLUSIONSa 1„ Structure or knottiness of the green coronal 
line IsTrelated' to yellow line occurrence0

20 Bright, sharp knots are more clearly related to yellow line  
than is  the total number o f knots of a ll intensities0

3o In spite of the greater d ifficu lty  of observation, th® presence 
of tho yellow line is  probably more useful for predicting geomagnetic 
activity  than green knots would be0
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